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review
Theisohn’s fascinating history of plagiarism offers a fresh – and less
literary – view of the issues at the cornerstone of literature:
authenticity, originality and authorship. The author argues that if the
literary text may be ‘owned’, then it may be the object of theft, and he
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relates this history of furtively stolen texts to changing philosophical,
economic, psychological and judicial notions. A history of plagiarism
is thus much more than just that – it is the story of how notions of
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These idiosyncratic and quirky episodes are intertwined with a wideranging examination of the changing literary scene. The tradition of
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competition in Ancient Greek tragedy led to widespread ‘stealing’ of
material, while later in Roman times Horace defined a theory of
‘imitatio’ – the positive re-creation of Greek writing. The advent of
Western Christian culture brought a new concept of literature as
creativity, inspiration and intellectual property. Writers were simply
responsible for revealing God’s word, and all ancient philosophy was
seen as plagiarism because it assumed ownership of the truth. The
goalposts changed once more with the advent of printing, and the
Enlightenment questioned the ownership of knowledge itself.
The final section of the book brings the discussion right up to date
with a very timely study of the digital revolution. Is downloading
plagiarism? And what role do ebooks and the scanning of books and
newspapers play in this debate? Theisohn’s characterisation of the
internet as a playground for plagiarists closes this lively discussion;
yet the debate remains highly topical and has – perhaps – only just
begun.
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‘Theisohn shows a natural talent for writing … and he
is marked out by his humour – a characteristic that is
not expected of German literary scholars.’– Die Zeit
‘An eloquent history of plagiarism.’– Süddeutsche
Zeitung
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